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1.INTRODUCTION 
vidamemoria heritage consultants were apPointed by Urhan VISion To'Ml and Regional Planners to conduct a Heritage Impact 
Assessment for proposed intervention at Erf 4870, Haul Bay. The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of heritage resources 
and herllage significance as well as a preliminary assessment of proposed intervention. The terms of reference for the heritage impact 
assessment have been subject to endorsement by Heritage Western Cape. 

B. Structure of the report 
The structure of the report has been Informed by the requirements 01 Secflon 38 (3) . The report Is thus divided into distinct cOf'IllOilents 
as outlined below: 
Soclion 1 INTRODUCTION 

Section 2 

Sec/ion 3 

Section 4 
Section 5 

ooUines briel, scope and study approach, site descripUon, description of proposals, details of consultant team, 
overview of legal framework and assumptions and limitations 
HERITAGE RESOURCES 
Identification and mapping of heritage resources, policy and document review, summary statement on the evolution of 
the site, assessment of Significance of resources and statement of Significance 
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS 
provides a set of heritage indicators, assessment of impact on heritage indicators, and evatua~on of impact relative to 
social and economic benefits 
RESULTS OF CONSULTATION 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Details of alternatives, plans for mitigation, conclusion and recommendation 

C. Site description 
The site is located above Hout Bay Harbour, accessed along Harbour Road. The site is approximately 21,6 ha in extent, with portions 
localed on a fairly steep part of Kaptelnspiek above the cliff located on Harbour Road. Site considerations indude a single residence, 
thick vegetation on the upper reaches of the site and the presence of four later Stone Age Sites (LSA). Of particular heritage 
significance is the indusion of the site "";\hin the Table Mountain Na~onal Pari{ boundary. 

D. Descriplion of the proposals 
Application is being made for the proposed rezoning and 
subdivision of a portion of Erf 4870, Karbonke1berg, Hout Bay. The 
proponents intend subdividing the 21.6061 ha property into three 
portions, with the upper portion (1 1.2387 hal being ceded to South 
African National Pari{s. The middle portion (6.1917 hal, which has 
a single residential dwelling, would maintain the current zoning of 
'rural'. The lower portion (4.1757 hal would be rezoned and 
subdivided to allow for the proposed development The proposed 
zonings on the lower portion would be 'single residential' and 
'general residential (conditional use)', the latter accommodating a 
proposed hotel. The proposal incorporates 12 single residential 
erven wHh a maximum height of 5Am above ground level. a 34 
suile boutique hotel and associated faci lities including a restaurant, 
spa, pool. function room, lounge, reception area and administration, 
roads. parking and 3 large open spaces incorporating significant 
botanical elements. While a road would serve the houses, only 
paths suitable for golf carts would link the hotel suites. The holel 
facilWes would be collected together into a central area just below Figure f: Proposed intervention (Also, Refer Annexure A) 
the access road. The hotel would comprise of a 11701fi1 reception 
centre located on split levels. Hotel suites would be single bedroom suites of approximately 78m> In extent. The suiles would be 
accommodated in lhe form of double-storey simplex clusters, with the lower storey being cut into the slope to reduce the overall height. 
Parking would be concentrated at the entrance to the hotel and access to the hotel suites would be along narrow paths suitable for golf 
carts, Maximum height of hotel building would be 10.1 m. The single residential properties within range of 803 to 1334m2 plots (average 

995.8m2) and each erf would accommodate a single storey unit ranging between 221 to 256m2 house utifizing localized 2 
underground grey water storage units. The alignment of the current access rood would be retained but would be upgraded in order 
to accommodate the predicted traffic flow. At present a 4 m wide gravel road exists but this would be "";dened to a 7 m surfaced road. 
The roads to service the 12 residential houses would be new. The proposed development would provide 102 parking bays. 78 for the 
hotel and restaurant and 24 for residential precinct. Refer Annexure A 
Footprint summary, approx footprint 16 504m2: 

Residential unils Including landscaping: 
Hole! reception: 
Landscaping around holel precinct 

2807m2 

1107m2 
1612m2 

Hotel sui tes: 
Golf cart track/path: 

1326m' 
809m' 

the very earliest stages of inijlating a devetopment an In/enl /0 Develop Form be submitted to the responsible heritage resources 
authority. The formal response to the Intent to Develop has served as the brief for further work conducted. 
The proposed development falls within the ambit of the following prOVisions of Section 38(1) of the NHRAct: 

(C)(I) exceeding 5000 m1 in ex/ent 
Section 38 (4) of the NHRA requires lhatthe outcome of HWC review of the limited review include the following consideralions, which 
would form the basis for the recommendations for the future heritage management of the site: 
Whether« not the proposed development may proceed; any conditions that should be applied, what general protections may apply, 
what formal j:fOfeclions should be applied, whether Of nol compensation is required with respect to damage to herilage resources and 
whelher or not specialists need /0 be appointed as a condition of approval 
The NoHfication of Intent to Develop was thus to submitted to Herilage Western Cape for consideration where the requiremenls for any 
further studies have been informed by the legal requirements of Section 38 of the NHRA. As Section 38 of the National Heritage 
Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) does not apply whilst an Environmental Impact Assessment is being carried out in terms of E1A 
Regulations, where such requirements of a Heritage Impact Assessment are covered, comment and recommendations from the relevant 
commenting body - Heritage Western Cape - 00 the herilage component of the EIA are to be fOlwarded to OEA & DP priOf to a decision 
being taken. Tile heritage component"";l1 thus be submitted to Heritage Western Cape for comment as part of the EIA process. 
The Archaeological Impact Assessment would coosider legislative requirements related to Archaeology (Section 35(4)) and Burial 
grounds and graves (Section 36 (3)). 

F. Project Team 
The core project team comprises: 

Urban Vision Town and Regionat Planners represented by Tania Lewis 
ACG Archilecls represented by Hassan Asmal and BilQuees Paleker 
eGA Environmental represented by Johna\hon Crowther and Jeremy Blood 
C2C Consulting Engineers represented by Errol van Amsterdam 
vidamemoria henlage represented by Quahnita Samie. Background historical research compiled by Tracey Randle. 

Archaeology Contracts Office represented by TIlTl Hart and Jayson Orton 

G. Assumptions and limitations 
The study is to provide an assessment of proposed intervenHo~ in relation to heritage significance of the surrounding context based 
on jntrinsic, associaHonal and experiential values as well as broad categories of heritage signi ficance 
The study responds to the terms of reference as set out by Heritage Western cape within Record of Decision dated 23 July 2007 
The assessment seeks to obtain a clear statement of significance from source material available 
Due to the scale of proposed intelVentioo and scope of work as ouUined within the recofd of decision as obtained from the relevant 
commenting agency, the assessment focuses the particular heritage context 
The assessment of proposed intCIVeotion does not seek 10 examine a detailed assessmenl of the architectural design and detail of 
such proposed development as the designs are in the process of responding to indicators as these arise 
Assessments contained in this document have been informed by available design information as provided by ACG Architects 
Summaries of all relevant specIalist input reports are contained within this assessment, however, full studies have been provided for 
further detail and I or scrutiny if required 
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2. HER I TAG ERE SOU R C E S 

A. Ide n t i fie a ti 0 n & map pin 9 0 f her ita 9 ere sou r c e s 
The identification of resources for the Haul Bay area considered various source malerials. Induded are the following: 

Database of provincial heritage sites 
Relevant policy and document review (see sections 2C and 20 of this report) 

Interaction with intereste<:l and affected parties 
Haul Bay resource material 
SAHRA UbrBry resource material 

Websites related specifically to Haul Bay (Tourism and local organizations) 
TMNP Conservation Development Framework 

;\ 
\>1 
~I *WestF Qrt ,.... 

Figure 5: Heritage Resource Management 

B. Ass e ssm e n t 0 f s i 9 n i fie a nee 0 f her ita 9 ere sou r c e s 
Heritage resources within the study area are concentrated within the range of Grade 2 and Grade 3 resources in terms of heritage 
resources and heritage management requirements as outlined within the NHRAct. While the grading system implies a hierarchical order 
of significance, it should relate to varying contexts to v.rhich significance may apply, namely national, provincial or local context or to 
appropriate levels of heritage management. In terms of the NHRAct, heritage resources declared National Monuments in terms of the 
National Moouments Act (1969) are considered as Grade 2 heritage resources or provincial heritage sites. Within the study area, the 
fonowing Grade 2 and Grade 3 resources have been identified' 
Grade Significance Resources within local context (Refer to Figure 4; Heritage resources) 

2 Heritage resources with special qualities, which Historic Oak Ave 
make them Significant in the context of a province West Fort 
or a region. To be applied to any heritage resource Slockhouse 
which is significant In terms of one or more of the 

Eastern Battery criteria as set out in Section 3(3) of the NHRA and 
/ or enriches understanding of the cultural, Houl Bay Hotel 

historical, scientific and social development of the Kronendal 
province in which it is situated Nooitgedacht Bam 

Southern Cross 
Groot Moddergat 
longkloof 
Oak vma 
Post Office 
TMNP 

3 Heritage resources with special qualities, which 1. Fort Site 
make them significant within a local context 2. Oakhurst 

3. Dormans Cottage 
Refer to Figure 5 for graphic representation of 4. Dormans Cottage 
Grade 3 resources 5. Sans Parel! 

6. Archaeological site 
7. Ruyteplaats 
B. Archaeofogical site 
9. The Homestead 
10. Oakbum 
11. Cunningham House 
12. Archaeological site 
13. Fishermans Cottage 
14. Dormans House 
15. Village Pel Shop 
16. Gabled Cottages 
17 Parmalene Place 
18, Semi detached cottage 
19. KlawefVIei 
20. Packing Shed 
21. St Peter the Fisherman 
22. Uitkyk 
23. Melmin House 
24. By the Sea Cottage 
25. Chapmans Peak Hotel 
26. Hillside 
27. linda Vista 
28. Fishermans Cottage 

St Anthonys Catholic Church 
Masjidul 8ahrayn Mosque 
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c. Pol icy and doc u men t rev i e w 
The policy review seeks to Identify key conservation principles within existing policy documents thai would inform Mure heritage 
assessment. A critical review of conservation planning studies and policies relevanllo the development application is herewith provided. 

1. Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework (November 2005) 

The purpose of the Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framewoo: is to provide spatial expression of the Provincial Growth 
and Development Strategy, to guide municipal integrated development plans, spatial development framewOfks and municipal spatial 
development plans; highlight desired development directioos as well as increase predictability in the development environment. The 
framework aims to redress the spatial legacy of apartheid though measures and guidelines outlined within the framework. The heritage 
section or the report provides background history of the Western Cape as wen as an OIIerview of heritage infrastructure and legislative 
context within Ihe province. Key issues and spatial summary has been provided, with implications for the proposed development 
herewith noted: 
Implica/ions: 

Necessity of conducting archaeological impact assessments so as to identify and mitigate sensitive deposits 
Identification of cultural landscapes 00 the basis of their significance, value and representivity 

Effective planning to indude heritage inronnation centres I facilities 

2_ Metropolitan Guide Plan (1988) 
The Guide Plan should not be regarded as the end product of the planning process, but rather as a set of guide6nes for future 
development based on changing circumstances and needs, preferences, attitudes and technological advancemenl The Provincial 
Administralion is responsible for ensuring thai any changes in [and use are consistent with Ihe guidelines laid down in the guide plan. 
The Guide Plan shows the site as outside the area of urban development, thus implying thai any urban development proposals outside 
Ihe urban edge demarcation will be inconsistent with this plan. An amendment to the Guide Plan would be required. 
ImpJlcalions: 

Proposed development should address changing circumstances within any amendment 10 the guide plan applicatioo 

. MclropoMan Spatial Devc!opment Framework (April 1996) 
The purpose of the f..ietropoHlan Spatial Development Frame<NOrk is to guide the form and location of physical development in the Cape 
Metropolitan Region on a metropolitan scale. The framework is based on a defined vision of a welt managed, integrated, metropolitan 
region in which development is intensified, integrated and sprawl-contained. The spaijal development framework N::Ientifies a series of 
metropolitan nodes, activity corridors, metropolitan open space system and urban edges. The identification of cultural and historic 
precincts identified resources wiU, in both the built and natural envirooment; however, mapping thereof was limited to areas of 
archi tectural Significance. Po~cies and strategies relating to heritage resources for the area have not been formulated. 
Implications: 

Identified (Of inclusion within a metropolitan open space system (see TMNP boundary) 

Delineation of the urban edge not fixed and should be used as point of departure from which analysis should proceed 

4. MSDF Review: Phase 1: Spatial analysis. trends and Implications (May 2003) 
The MSDF Review contains the results of an analytical phase of wor1t on a new metropolitan spatial plan informed by the central aims of 
understanding spa1iaJ patterns and trends in metropolitan Cape Town as well as spatial implications of problems and issues. The review 
notes that extensive private sector development has occurred wilhin the Hout Bay area. The review identifies the need for establishing a 
primary and secondary biodiversity conservation network in the enhancement and proleclion of biodiversity. 
Imp/icalians' 

Identification of coltural landscapes within the Cape Metropolitan Area should occur so as to provide evidence of transformation 
over lime as well as reference points and positive instruments for growth and change 
Environmental impact of any development on green spaces should be carefully assessed 

5 Cape Town 2030: An argument for the long-term spatial development of Cape Town (Draft June 2006) 
The document proposes an argument for the long-term development path and planning logic that should underpin the spatial structure 
and form of Cape Town. The study area falls within an area earmar1l;ed in close proximity to a high activity area with strong linkages. The 
key concept foe" \he Iong·term vision inCOijXlrates five strategic areas of action, namely protec~on of natural assets and development of a 
quality open space system, rede fining a new economic backbone, development of an equitable pattern of access, development of an 
integrated city development path and development of a new pattern of special places. II is noted that the urban edge line should 
continue to determine the growth boundary over ~me , where key sites for development should be released for development facilitating 
urban restructuring opportunities. 
Implications: 

The proposed development should contribute towards the role of its surrounding context as ecological space 

The proposed development should encourage a broad range of investment. development and employment opportunities 

The proposed development should contribute towards lhe creatioo of new special places, protection and enhancement of heritage 
area, enhancement of linkages to the coast and creation of multi·functional recreation nodes 

6_ Peninsula Urban Edge Study (Draft . 2001) 
The proposed development falls outside the urban edge as prescribed. An important principle is that the demarcation of the urban edge 
'will no/ necessarily limit development, but rather control, redirect and manage sustainable development in terms of applicable and 
feasible policies and strategies'. The following variables were used to inform the demarcation of the urban edge· 

Variables Development Proposal non/compatibility 
Geophysical The sile is geotechnicaUy stable and can be developed and therelQ(e requires no protection in this regard . 
Biophysical and A botanical survey revealed that there are 4 red data species located on si te as welt as milkwoods. The 
Ecological proposed development in some instances avoids any intrusion or eradication of these protected species as well 
eoviroomenl as using mitigation methods to ensure overall ecological sustainaMity of the subject area. 

Rivers and The proposed development doesn't compromise lhe integrity of any of the two wetlands recorded on site 
Wetland systems 
Infrastructure The proposed development is not located on the outer limits/periphery of the town and services are ready 
location, capacity available with spare capacity. 
Land Use and The proposed land use is compatible with the surrounding land use patterns. The proposed development would 
relaled patterns be seen as inHn development located between existing two townships. 
Demographic The proposed development is certainly compatible with the current trends for the need for holiday 
profile and trends accomnodation 10 suppoo the tourism industry k1 the town. 
Planning and Planning frarneworles !of the Hout Bay area is mostly ooldated, but has been used to inform recent planning 
lClld Ownership policies and studies (I.e. Urban edge study). Erven 4868 - 4672 are deemed to be unsuitable for urban 

development and are thus located outside the urban edge, but this range of erven technically does not include 
4870. The absence of empirical study for this particular site and harbour area is evident in the urban edge study 
as it does not show any significant flora or fauna on site. It is not clear .....nat methods were used to determine 
the urban edge in this particular area and it could be deem unsuitable fO( urban development 
The land is privately owned and the owner has a reasonable expectation to u~Iise the land optimally and in a 
sustainable manner. 

SodCH:Ulturai The site is within the sight of a rullural landscape, the Table Mountain National Park. simitar to most of the 

and Historic residential development in the area. HO'N9Ver, it is only proposed to develop the lower portion of the sile and 
environment cede the remainder to the National Paries 
Visual The site is visually prominent from Chapmans Peak Drive but less so as one moves in 5 m radius of the sileo 
prominence The development proposal has take into account this aspect and all atlempts to mitigate the visual impact of the 

development have been considered. 
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Implications: 

The study further prescribes 'management zones along the urban edge, Le. an urban transition zone and a non-urban zone. The 
utz Hes inside the urban edge, Vlithin which 'all development is to be controlled by a set of policies' whereas the nuzlies beyond the 
urban edge, within which pOlicies are prescribed for non-urban uses. land uses inside the urban edge fine include all normal urban 
uses, while land uses outside the urban edge line include art rural, agricultural and conservation land and/or associated activities 
(eg. information facilities, environmental education centres and tourism facilities). From a legal, planning and land ownership 
perspecUve, the study suggests that development rights should not be granted unless rt can be demonstrated that the integrity of 
the Edge is not violated, It is argued that urban developed is primarily defined by density and secondary by use. In other words the 
only difference between a township development and a main dwelling and associated outbuildings on a farm is the denSity. 

Planning assessment for Erf 4870 thus far indicates that a ratio of approximately 1 dwelling per hectare as proposed cannot be 
construed as urban developmenl. Equally the tourist facility with strategicany dispersed bedroom suites that blends in with the 
natural environment can also be viewed as a compatible use outside the urban edge. It is submitted that the proposed 
development doesn't violated the integrity of the urban edge and therefore the applicant's request to deviate instead of amending 
the urban edge is considered reasonable. It is understood that this request is nol an application in terms of Land Use Planning 
Ordinance but a request for Council to review the proposal to deviate from Council policy 

Implications in terms of provincial urban edge guidelines for development outside a high priority edge: 

Intensity of use outside of the urban edge should be low and primarily used for residential use 

Aesthetic and other development control measures should be introduced in low-density edge developments to ensure the least 
possible impact on the attraction of the edge environment 

Development should anow for open space and biodiversity networks I corridors 

7. TMNP Conservalion Development FramevlOrk 
TMNP Heritage Landscape Group have identified various categories of control along the TMNP boundary. However. procedures have 
yet to be refined in terms of a Heritage Management Resources System, where the analysis of a heritage area and or development 
inleNention needs to be considered in terms of a set of procedures rather than a line / boundary. 
Such controls encompass: 

Project scoping and identification of issues 

Identification and involvement of interested and affected parties 

Formulation of statement of heritage significance 

8. Hout Bay Structure Plan (Draft. 1986) 
The purpose of the Proposed Structure Plan is to present for consideration and adoption policy guidelines for future development of 
Haul Bay. The plan aims \0 provide a context within which existing and future land use rights win be considered. The site has been 
earmarked as a nature area, implying that limited I no development can occur. The Structure Plan highlights the location of the site 
within the Table Mountain National Parks Boundary (formally CPPNE). The historic origins of Hout Bay have had a strong bearing on its 
development, and continue \0 contribute in terms 01 character of built fabric and living memories through activities by local organizations, 
namely, the Hout Bay Heritage Trust. The dominant structure of the Haul Bay is of a linear grid following the sweep of the valley, with 
major access routes as dominant structuring elements. The overall structure however relates to the natural landscape. 
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The form of development clearly highlights separates 'nodes', with varying densities of residential r'-o<_ '- ~ ---' -.~~ - - ' TL _ '_n_' 

environs within which the site lies is characterized by high density public housing, industrial O·~ : I ,~,-
activity and commercial development within the 'harbour zone'. The previously undeveloped ;1' ,-! 1+0:':- t _ t:I"I~1 
'coastal zone' has recenfly experienced high levels of private investment. Qualities of the , \ J I ' ~ ; ~·i f n V 
environment are attributed to diversity, choice and variety within the Hout Bay area, enjoying _ " .! I I I J ~ 
access to both the natural and man-made environments. The site is located along the primary _' , ).y 
distributor with medium residential density development located in close proximity along 
Harbour Road. Specific proposals for the Harbour and ils environs encompass a more organic \ ~ .. ,~;' .. ,_ .... " 
built form, upgrading of existing residential area, provision of community lacmties, landscaping - ~ .. ",JS; ~ 
and more intensive industrial devetopment and a multi-use medium density residential I 
recreation area to the landward side of Harbour Road. Alongside the cliff face, an active 
service industrial area was envisioned. 

Implications; 

Structure plan was not approved nor updated since 1986 
Proposed intervention should relate to the nalurallandscape and should not negatively affect environmental quality 
Proposed intervention should not detract rrom the rustic character of the Valley 
Resources which enhance environmental quality be protected and maintained 
Conserve archaeological and historic heritage 

-

Figure 6: Proposed Hout Bay Structure Plan 
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SPECIALIST STUDIES 

9. Archaeological Impact Assessment. Archaeology Conlr(!cls Office {July 2008) 

The Archaeology Contracts Office was requested by eGA Environmental to undertake a desktop Archaeological Impact Assessment 00 
part of Erf 4870 based on the findings of an earlier baseline report conducted in 2005. The initial report coosidered three erven (namely 
ENen 4869, 4870 & 4871), while this report is focussed only on the relevant part of Erf 4870. Rezoning and subdivision of the site has 
been proposed \0 allow fOf lhe development of a holel and reSidential estate. (Refer Annexure B for full report) 

Oulside of the Cape Point section of the Table Mountain Natiooal Park, intact laler Slone Age (LSA) shell middens on the peninsula are 
rare. A survey of the coastal areas of the Cape Peninsula in the late 19705 yielded a few sites (Olivier, n.d.), many of which are now 
either severely degraded or completely destroyed through development and other impacts. This review focuses on lSA sites in the Hoot 
Bay valley. Few sites in the area have been excavated or sampled. One, Hoot Bay Cave, is located directly below the proposed 
development site on En 4870. This site was badly disturbed by construction activities during enlargement of Harbour Road and a sman 
rescue excavation of the remaining deposits was carried out by Buchanan (1977). He found limited material indicating lSA occupation 

within the last 2000 years. Radiocarbon dates oblained from layers 5 and 2 respectively were about 240 AD (pta-2037) and 640 AD 
(Pta-2035). The cultural finds included llaked stone artefacts a bored stone, ostrich eggshell and bone beads, a bone poinl a single 
potsherd and two Donax scrapers (shell scrapers made OIllhe edge of the shell of the white mussel, Donax Setra) . A lSA shell midden 

was reCOfded at the start of the access road to En 4870 where it meets Harbour Road (Halkett & Hart 1997). This site consisted 
primarily of a dense lens of shell, ash and charcoal. Given the realignment of the entrance to the access road and construction of the 

large retaining wall there. it is likely that this site has either been destroyed Of severely compromised. 

This site lies oolhe steep slope above the Hoot Bay harbour. The substrate is mainly white aeolian sand, which is thickly vegelated with 
a combinaUon of indigenous and exotic vegetation. Visibility was poor over much of the area and, despite a few open spaces and the 
road cutting, the vegetation and aeolian sand cover was a limitation that made it difficult to assess the site. The baseline survey revealed 
the presence of four later Stone Age (lSA) sites on En 4870 and a further one bordering the access road further to the south. One of 
these siles (HB2) may not be impacted by development and that along the access road to the south (HB5) would only receive minor 
impact depending on the extent of cutting into the embankment during the road upgrade. The other Ihree sites 'MlUId require sampling 
which should be ta~ored to suit the type and QuanMy of finds recovered during the initial excava~oo work. These sites are generally of 
low to medium significance but HB1, with the burial, is of very high significance. Mi!igatioo of these sites would result in impacts of lOW 
to VERY lOW significance. 

tn terms of the archaeology present on site, satisfactory mitigation could be eaSily implemented. As such the project should be allowed 
to proceed from an archaeological point of view, but is still subject to the findings of the Heritage Impact Assessment The following 
recommendations pertaining to the archaeology on Erf 4870 are made: 

Further detailed survey of the lower slopes should be conducted in case of any omissions during the initial survey. limited shovel 
testing should accompany this. Any new sites found will need to be incorporated into the mitigation program. 

Mitigation of the sites thai would be impacted on Erf 4870 should be carried oot as described above. 

An archaeological permit would need to be obtained from Heritage Western Cape to allow the eKcavatioos and exhumation to take 
place. 

Monitoring of an earth moving 00 the lower half of !he site would need to lake place after completioo of archaeological excavations. 
This would enable any further archaeological occurrences to be identified at the earliest possible stage and sampled as necessary. 
The possibility of uncovering further prehistoric burials is also of concern here. Monitoring is deemed necessary due to Ihe high 
likelihood of finding buried material. 

11 should be noted that if any further burials are found during the course of development at a time when the monitoring archaeologist 
is nO( 00 site, worX in the immediate vicinity of the bones should be hailed and the skeletoo reported to the archaeologist IX" SAHRA 

Initial response to submission of AlA to HWC, correspondence from the Archaeology, Paleontology and Meteorites Committee dated 
15.02.2008 noted the applicaUon and stated: 

TIle development of 4.17 of 21.6ha will be developed with 17 residential units, a boutique hotel and associated facilities 

A total of Slater Stone Age (lSA) sites were identified 

Three sites of low to medium significance require sampling 

A lSA burial of high significance associated with a shell midden mus! be excavated 

The site is not paleontologically sensitive 
To advise that Heritage Western Cape has ag~: 

To accept the recommenda~ons of the report 

To insist on mitlgaUon of fO\Jr sites, including the LSA burial 

To appoint an archaeologist to monitor bulk earthworks 

To refer the development application to BeICom 

Figure 7: Posifion of 4 LSA sites. Additional site indicated fhal may be impacted by 
road upgrade 

10. Visuallmpilct Assessment. EPLA Consulting CC (Hendnk. van cler Hoven. MarCh 2009) 
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The visual assessment for the proposed development of En 4870, Hoot Bay is based on the probable visibility of the proposed 
clevelopment Within the foreground and the middle distance areas. It is within these zones thai the proposed development potentially 
may have a negative visual impact 00 Itle receiving environment. The study is based on the area of visibility, 'sense of place' as well as 
the visual absorption capacity of the site and viewer exposure within the foreground and the middle distance areas. Where visual 
impacts are likely to occur, mitigation opportunities are assessed that will allow for the reduction of these impacts wilhin the receiving 
envirooment. (Refer Annexure B for full report) 
The visual environment of Erf 4870 would change permanently with the development of the lower portion of the property. Even if the 
existing devetopment rights are exercised the visual environment will nol remain as it is at present. These righlS have been used as a 
benchmark for assessing the impact lhat the proposed devetopment option could have on the receiving environment. The 
positions/areas from where the greatest potential visual impact is likely \0 be experienced have been used in this assessment. All other 
affected areas would experience a similar or mostly a lesser visual impact. In the analysis of the potential negative visual Impact [hat the 
proposed development may have on the receiving environment. it has been found that the visual impact to the middle distance area 
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would be Hle greatest. The potential visual impact would be the greatest specifica1\y on the scenic route (Chapmans Peak Drive) . During 
the construction phase only, the visual impact would be margina1\y greater than what the completed development would have (the only 
detail that would be noticeable will be different colours and textures than the final proposed development). A visual impact would result 
even when the existing development rights are exercised (the No-Go option). The proposed development (preferred option) would result 
in similar visual impacts but on a scale that is not significantly greater. With any development the visual impact would be in the long term 
for both the existing ri{jhts and the preferred development option. The significance of a visual impact is an average impact from all 
positions both in the foreground and the middle distance area. Although the potential visual impact for the preferred option would be no 
greater than MEDIUM at any specific point (worst case), with mitigation as recommended it would further reduce any potential visual 
impact to MEDIUM-LOW (in the short term) and to LOW (in the long term). It would thereby reduce the potential visual impact to a level 
where it does not have a significant negative impact on the receiving visual environment. 

Mitigation outlined 
Specific attention be given to have some roof 
colours similar to colours existing in the 
surrounding area. The proposed grey roofs would 
tend to blend in reasonably well with the existing 
site and with the urban area. In the preferred 
development option (after modifications) all the 
roofs are shades of grey. However, should the roof 
colours be too similar the visibility would increase. 
More varied (Qof colours should however blend in 
better with the surrounding urban development and 
with the natural environment 

Architectural guidelines should inctude specific roof 
materials and finishes (that will include colour and 

Figure 8: Development proposers as seen from (viewpoinl1 in) 
middle distance area 

textures} to the exterior of the buildings to blend in as far as possible and practicable with the existing environment 

Planting with shrubs local to the area to soften the lower portions of the proposed buildings. Long term planting should be such 
that it blends in with the textures and colours of the existing vegetation; and 

Ughting levels should be kept low and aU external lighting should where possible and practical be low level lighting. 
The elements in the proposed development that would potentially contribute the most in creating a visual impact are the colours of the 
buildings, the roofs and the smaller free standing double storey hotel suites (simplex units) thai would be in contrast with the existing 
visual environment as well as in an increase in area of lighting (onty at night). The existing environment (within the visual catchment of 
the site) is being characterised by medium to high density urban development as well as some commercial development (the harbour 
area) resulling in a generally well-kepi urban landscape. The natural area (the mountain) forms a backdrop to the urban development. 
Should the site be developed. the only practical mitigation is that of blending the proposed development in with similar colours and form 
thai already exist in the surrounding areas. Opportunities for blending in are good. Only partial screening of the proposed buildings will 
be possible. Vegetation (in the short term) would be able to provide colours and textures that are similar to what exists but would only be 
able to provide limited screening in the long term (more than 15 years) due to the windy conditions that are to be found on the site. Only 
the lower portions of the buildings could potentially be screened with faster growing shrubs that are local to the area. The preferred 
development option (as presented here) has responded to identified environmental impacts where possible. 
It is recommended that should the application be successful, the mitigation be included as a condition for approval to ensure that the 
visual impact that may result is reduced to a level that is practical and achievable. 

11. Botanical Basic Assessment, Nick Helme Botanical Surveys (March 2008) 
Erf 4870 and the proposed development area are both located entirely within the Cape Peninsula Protected Natural Environment 
(CPPNE) and the Nature Area, as determined by the Guide Plan for the City of Cape TQIMl (City of Cape Town GIS information 2004), 
and outside the Urban Edge. In terms of the City of Cape Town 's Biodiversity Networ1< the proposed development area falls 'Hithin this 
Network. Le. it has been identified as an important site for biodiversity. The Cape Peninsula is also an acknowledged international 
~hotspol" of plant diversity and endemism. Although the dominant vegetation type on site is mapped as Hangklip Sand Fynbos (Mucina 
& RUlherfOfd 2006). in reality the species composition and structure is more typical of Cape Flats Dune Strandveld (regarded as an 

Endangered vegetation type), which replaces this vegetation type on neutral to alkaline sands on the Cape Flals and Cape 10 
Peninsula, with outliers in the Atlantis area. Peninsula Sandstone Fynbos (Least Threatened and well conserved) is found on the 
upper half of Erf 4870. At least three Red Data Book listed plant species are known from the proposed development area 
(Leucadendron coniferum, Safyriurn carneurn and Tefraria brachyphylla) , but only the former has a regiona!ly significant population on 
site, and is thus the primary species of conservation concern . Although Erf 4870 and the development site are partly disturbed by roads 
and existing houses (upper section only) the vegetation in the proposed development area is in good condition and is species rich. 

Alternative 1 encompassing 16 residential units. boutique Imtel and milk wood patches, whereas Alternative 2 comprises 12 residential 
units. boutique hotel, milkwood patches and two conservation areas. Direct botanical impacts (loss of vegetation in development 
footprint) are most severe for Alternative 1 (assessed as High negative prior to mitigation and Medium negative after miligation) . and 
less for Alternative 2 (Medium negative with and without mitigation). Indirect negative botanical impacts. a!though difficult to accurately 
predict Of measure, are likely to be significant for both Alternative 1 (Medium to High negative before mitigation and Medium after 
mitigation), and Alternative 2 (Medium negative befOfe mitigation and Low-Medium after mitigation). Botanical impacts associated with 
Alternative 2 are thus somewhat less than for Alternative 1, and Alternative 2 is thus the preferred development alternative. 

Extensive essential mitigation has been proposed for 
alternatives, and some recommended mitigation has 
suggested. The Medium negative residual impacts (after 
other mitigation) of both allernalives suggests that 
biodiversity offset might be a suitable means of 
reducing residual negative environmental impacts" 
adequate biodiversity offset could reduce overall 
botanical impacts of this development to a Neutral level, 
no other form of mitigation could have such a positive 
effect, but is unlikely to be financially feasible due 

extensive additional conservation areas required. Essential ~" ~~ 
mitigation is mitigation that is taken into account in preparing , . 
an assessment of lmpact after mitigation, and it is thus ~ . .. 
assumed that it will be written into any Environmental ,~ 

Authorisation and implemented. 
Search and Rescue (S&R) of translocatable species 
conservation concern must be undertaken 
All open space areas indicated in the layouts must 
rezoned Open Space 2 or 3 and managed 
conselVation areas 
Milkwoods and buffer areas and any ecological conidors I~' ~~ 

double strand wire and danger tape, and contractors 
be infOfllled that these are No Go areas 
An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) must be Figure 9: Conservation value and biodiversity corridors 
prepared for the construction and operational phase 
An Environmental Control Officer (ECO) must oversee the construction period and ensure compliance with the Cons\rucUon EMP 
Bulk services should not cross the designated conservation areas, except where these are crossed by roads. and then the bulk 

services must be within the roads 
Two significant ecological corridors at least 30m 'Hide should run across the site as indicated and should incorporate Ihe bulk of 
the eastern milkwood patch and the bulk of Ihe on-site Leucadendron coniferum distribution. 

The No Go scenario is currenlly the preferred scenario from a botanical perspective, although if the owner exercises his eXisting rights 10 
develop on the site there win certainly be both direct and indirect negative botanical impacts. The overan significance of these impacts 
may range from Low negative to low to Medium negative, depending on exaclly what is constructed, where it is constructed. and how 
the site is managed. However, should the development go ahead. Alternative 2 is the preferred development alternative and IIle 
proponent should cede the upper portion of Erf 4870 (minimum of 11ha) to the Table Mountain National Park. as proposed. 
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D. Summary statement on the evotution of the site 
Through the presence of archaeological artefacts and remains, human habitaHon in Ihe: Haul Bay region can be dated back 10 the Later 
Stone Age. Additiooally, colonial travel and exploration accounts indicate the usage of the region by the indigenous Khoekhoen as part 
of their seasonal Iranshumance patterns in and around the Cape Peninsula. In the 17" century, in the context of the establishment of a 
refreshment slation allhe Cape, 'Houl 8aaij' became an important source of timber due to its large, dense forests with wood suitable for 

use in the building of fortifica~ons and repairing of ships. Due to ever increasing demand and shortage, woodcutter outposts were 
established in the region. but soon the forests of Hoot Bay were almost depleted and agricultural activities become more important. 

Due \0 the shortage of grain in the Colony in the 1670s, freeburghers were seWed in the region and granted as much land as they could 
work Mth part of their harvest going to the VOC as payment for hiring the land. Settlers Hved on a more or less self sufficient basis, 

growing wheat. vegetables and vine stocks and using any skills they had to support themselves econorrncany. Erf 4870 consists of part 
of what was the first farm granted in the region named 'Kroenendal'. This property was passed from one owner to the next by sale or 
inheritance much in the same formaHon as its original grant well into the early 19th century. The majority of owners of land in Hout Bay 

owned several properties which depending on the quality and terrain of the soil was used for the gro'.'ting of wheat and vine and the 
grazing of cattle and of course those properties close to the sea were utilized for fishing. 

During the late 19 111 century, properties were purchased by buyers who were perhaps sHU interested in the land for agricultural purposes, 

bul also more and more for simple profit through property transactions (as in the case with James Wake!!n). As the 20" centul)' dawned, 
emphasis of land usage fen on the development of !he fishing industry (as with the Dorman line of o'Mlership). 

No written record or indication 00 map or plan SOONs a building having historically existed on the property. It is most likely that due to the 
nature of Erf 4870 being on a fairly steep part of the surrounding mountain range, the use of the land through time probably fell to 

grazing ground for caltle, and wilh the advantageous positioo of the property near the sea the focus would have addilionany been on 
fishing activities. Much of the parts Ihat make up the property were anocated in the form of Cape quitrents which were orten granted lor 
this specific purpose of additional grazing or agricultural ground rather than as a site to establish a homestead. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (REGION) 
The Cape Peninsula has been populated for millennia: evidence of skeletons and tools of hunter gatherers as far back as the middle 
and laler stone age at sites on the Foreshore, Maitland, Peers Cave at Fish Hoell and across the southern part of the Peninsula and 
Cape Flats (Worden et a11998: 16). 
. ± 2000 BP Pre·Cofoniaf Selt/emen!: Houl Bay region as part of indigenous transhumance pattern 

By this time pastoralists (known as the 'Khoekhoen' or 'Khoikhoi') had migrated down through Africa ',~. \0: ~ 
towards the Southern tip 10 the winter rainfall area 01 the Western Cape. During this period of ' I,a'm 

migraUon 10 dependable water sources they had come into contact with African farmers of the .' ..... OOIIJ 
Eastern Cape, and further into the winter rainfall regions of the southern part of Africa with the 
existing hunter-gatherer San communities. The result of this pastoral encroachment ooto prime ~ f 

grazing land was that the San hunter-galherers retreated to remoter mountainous aod arid regions IU ~ 

(Smith 1984: 1991 and 1992 . Pa1Iingtoo 1986). Arable fanning had not emerged in the south- J 
western Cape by the 17tJ century despite Ihe Khoekhoe contact with agricultural communities of the ZlO" i :J 

eastern Cape and inlerior. Due to the regioo being a winler rainfall zone not suited to the growing of , I ; 
indigenous summer rainfall crops of mitlet and sorghum (Worden et al 1998: 17). The infertile soils t»f mMir ~ ,_~~ ; 
and Mnter rainfalt of the Western Cape provided poor grazing forcing the pastoralisls 10 adopt a l ~ 
semi-nomadic Hfe (Boonzaier et al 1996). They therefore moved seasonally around the regi()tl, The .~"""'T. . 
Cape Peninsula provided good summer pasturage and "at least two groups of Khoi, the Gorachoqua ... __ .... ____ ... 

and Ihe Goringhaiqua, used the shores of Table Bay as part of an annual transhumance pattern. 
They usually arrived in the Peninsula in November, grazing their cattle at Table Bay and often also in 
the region of modern Sea Point and Hout Bay, moving across the Cape Flats in Janual)' (Worden et 
al: 16) 

Figure 10.' Khoekhoe 
tJanshumance pattems in end 
around the Cape Peninsula 
Worden et elp. 136 
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17" Century: Houl Bay's inclusion into colony & establishment of a woodcutter's outpost 
By the 17" century there seem to have been no San communities left in the Cape Peninsula, the catUeless indigenous groups 
encountered by Europeans on /he shore of Table Bay rather being Khoekhoe pastoralisls who had lost their stock. Since the 15" 
century the Khoekhoe pastoralists had come into conlact with Portuguese and English seafarers had periodically been stopping off at 
the Cape. 
1652 VOC (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie or Dutch East India Company) establish refreshment station at the Cape Van 

Riebeek recognizes a large wood forest in the Valley behind Table Mountain, known as 'Hout Baaij' Explorers had reported 
that there was a large amount of timber suitable for shipbuilding and repairs in this forest the trees were lall, thick and grew 
straight (Sleigh 1993: 266). Throughout the early period of building and selHement, wood was scarce, and the Vaney 01 'Hout 
Baaij' promised a rich resource of timber if only it was easily accessible. Chopped wood Gould not be floated down Ihe river, bul 

1658 vac releases some of its men from its service to work as 'Freeburghers' who were allowed to farm plots of land along the 
Company's gardens. Later those freeburghers were given the first deeds of grant to land along the liesbeek River and in Table 
Yaney. The establishment of farms along the Uesbeek came in the context of growing tensions and disputes with the 
Khoellhoen over access to grazing land, The Khoekhoen continued to graze their cattle as before, breaking down hedges that 
were built to exclude them. 1659-60 open conflict broke out (Worden et al:23) 

1660 Liesbeek and Table Valley areas were felt to be insufficient to the needs orthe Company herds and farms. Proposal 10 confine 
the Gonnghaiqua to the southern part olthe Peninsula in the Houl Bay and Berg RiverVaUeys (Ibid: 24) 

1672 In context 01 war with France, the vee declared [Iself to be the lawful possessors of the Cape District: a region that included 
Table, Hout and Saldanha bays (Ibid: 36). Wood was urgenUy needed to complete the bu~djng of the CasUe and a large 
number of trees were cui do>M1 in Hoot Bay- all the free burghers' wagons and trek oxen were confiscated in order to transport 
the wood from Hout Bay to the CasUe. 

1697 By this time there were 10 woodcutters and a head woodcutter wOl'king in Haul Bay (Sleigh: 266) 
1680 Simon van der Slel inspected Hout Bay with intentioo of establishing a saw mill in order to make carling otwood from Hoot Bay 

simpler. The miD was not established due to the the vast majority of wood situated in Haul Bay having been already foresled 

out (I~d: 267) 
1683 Hendrill Dircz van Embden and Henrick Coster were given the right to cut down trees in the company's forest in Hout Bay and 

to sell 10 the public Qn view of lhe VOC's refusal to send anymore wood to the Cape from the Netherlands) (Ibid) 
1691 Brother's Joost and Berchard Pietersz were awarded a 5 year pennit to cut and sell wood in Houl Bay. They had to maintain 

the forest by planting 3 000 young oak trees every year (the beginning of alien vegetation being planted in the VaUey) (Ibid) . 
1710 By this stage there were no company woodcutters in Hout Bay as the forests were almost depleted and farming was expanding 

in the Valley (Ibid) . 

Late 17*' Century to 19" Century: Haul Bay as an established agn'cullural farming region 
1670 Agricultural activities had starled in the Valley on a small scale as early as 1670 in order to supply food 10 Ihe many 

woodcutters who were engaged in the Company forests. A company dwelling was established and in the ground surrounding [t 

sweet potatoes were planted and all the Company's pigs were placed there (Ibid: 26B) 
1672 large amount of sheep and cattle placed in Hoot Bay to supply woodcutters with work oxen as weU as food. A permanent 

garrison of caWe herders were established at the company dwening and kraals for the animals were built. lions were a 
constant problem to the herds. The disappearance of the caWe stations in Hoot Bay are in tine with the establishment of 

stations in !he Tygerberg , Klapmuls and Hottentots-Holland region 
1677 Due to the shortage of grain in the context of war with France, the vee sought 10 setUe freeburghers in the Valley. Pieter van 

der Westhuizen and Willem Schalk were granted as much land as they could wOO in the Valley on a 12 year loan system. They 
had 10 plant grain and a tenlh of the harvest would go to the company as payment for hiring the land. Each tessee had to keep 
30 oxen with the manure being used to fertilize the grain fields. 

1681 land was offidatly granted to WtUem van Dieden and Pieter van der Westhuizen for 73 morgen of farm land. 
This was to set the pattern for the next hundred years- land that had been granted to individual burghers was passed on in 
more or less the same form by sale or inheritance. Farmers were utilizing land in Hout Bay to grow a variety of produce. Rocky 
and sandy areas less suited to the growing of wine or wheat were utilized as grazing ground as cattle. Farmers cer1ainly 

additionally participated in the catchirlQ and selling of fish. 
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1 &~ Century: Military Outpost In Hout Bay 
1781 Military structures and fortifications were established in Hout Bay when war broke out between the Netherlands and England 

(Fransen 2004 : 166). See Hans Fransen (2004) and Sleigh (1993) for detailed discussion of establishment and running of 
military outposts in Hout Bay (1781 ~1783) and (1793·1795) 
Fishing Industry at Haul Bay 
It was only during "the 19111 century that a small settlement gradually sprung up at Haul Bay, mainly associated 'Nith the fishing 
industry" (Fransen 2004:166). The San and Khoekhoen had most likely utilized the shores of Haul Bay for fishing lor many 
hundreds of years. Similarly Ihe first colonial farmers were fishermen as well as agriculturalists. 
In the early 19110 century the Cape exported salted snoek to Mauritius in exchange for sugar. 

1890 Crisp Arnold built the first fish processing sheds on the beach to prepare snoak for this trade. "The local farmers were 
becOming more involved in fishing and built their sheds alongside- they were the Trautmans, the Oormans and the Swenkes. 
The fish was resalted and stacked in long lines in the sheds. One month laler the fish, which was now dry, was packed in 100lb 
bundles , covered in sacking and e)(ported to Mauritius'. 

1903 The Hout Bay Canning Company was formed and set up in the hulk of an old sailing ship, Ihe R Morrow. The managing 
director had been involved in importing canned Cape crawfish (the term for Cape Crayfish until 1953). Continued as a canning 
factory until 1947 (for detailed comment on the development of fishing industry in Hout Bay see Ibid accessed September 2007 
(author unknown) 

1937 Development of Hout Bay harbour began with the building of the first breakwater, but despite inaeased fishing activities of this 
period , development was slow. It was only after World War II that development increased dramatically (Ibid). 

1944 Establishment of Fisheries Development Corporation to assist the fishing industry with housing, harbours and boat anchorage. 
At Haul Bay smaller companies amalgamated and the harbour was extended; houses were built for fisheries staff, new 
slipways, harbour offICes. e)(\ension of the breakwater, better packing faciliHes and a fish liver oil factory was established as 
wei! as a coJd storage chamber, smoke houses and processing factory. 

1952 2 Y: acres of land was reclaimed from the sea to expand wharf facilities. Currently two large companies operate from Haul Bay 
Harbour S.AP.S (South Mrican Ports and Shipping) and Chapman's Peak Fisheries which belong to the Dorman family '1he 
only Hout bay pioneer family to have retained a controlling interest in the industry" (Ibid). 

OWNERSHIP PATTERNS of ERF 4870 

12 January 1713 - OCF 2:236 Grant of 73 Morgen 588 Roods to Willem Basson 
It wasn't long after Basson was granted Ihis property that he died. In the inventory of the possessions of his deceased estate (MOOC 
8/2 No. 76) Willem owned a house with garden in Table Valley and two farms in Hout Bay with one homestead that lay joinUy between 
them ("!wee plaetsen gJeegen in de Houtbaij, een postal meede aldaer geleegen"). The inventOl)' gives clues to Ihe agricultural and 
economic activities of the household. There was a wine cellar Vvith equipment for making 'Nine on a small scale, but the largest amount 
of ilems was to be found in the carpenter's shop. There was a ready made coffin and a joiner's Of carpenter's bench as well as trestle 
tables. some woodwork, axes and an adze and other carpenter's lools. This was a household of diversified economic income as aside 
from wine making materials and a carpenler's shop there was also a greal deal of agricultural and fishing equipment. Basson was ~sted 
as owning 100 oxen and 614 sheep as weH as 8 horses (which was quite a substantial amount at the time~ most likely due to the nature 
of transporting wood as Basson had two wagons on this property). One of the rooms had agrtctJltural equipment: 9 axes, 2 iron shovels, 
a trek saw, manure forks, 4 spades, 4 picks, 1 hook, plough shears and amongst other furniture a seine or drag net used in fishing. Just 
in fran! of one of the doors of the homestead slood further equipment: 7 fish vats (most likely for the pickling of fish), a tub and 
grindstone. iron hoops or hooks (perhaps for the drying of fish), sacks made of sailcloth and a fishing boat. Many of the first farmers who 
would have settled in Hout Bay would have been involved in fishing activities alongstde their agricultural activities as 8asson was. He 
did not work this property on his own, additionally listed as living on the property were 5 slave men named Parts, Thomas, David, 
Marcus and Pieter. 
It would seem from the luxury and expense of goods and clothing at his house in Table Valley, that his main seat of residence was in 
Cape Town itself. He also had a slave woman and her two children living at his 'townhouse' who probably worked as a housemaid. His 
two farms situated in Houl Bay was the mainstay of his income. Sasson's Haut Bay property was transferred to M Bergstedt on 7 
December 1713 (TO 944) (See 8elow). This property became part of Erf 1455 which then part of was further incorporated into Erf 652 
(1901) 
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8 January 1715 ~ OCF 2:278 Grantof22 Morgen 434 Roods to Matthys Bergstedt 
This land named 'Kroenendal' had originally been granted on 29 December 1681 to Willem van Dieden and Pleter van der WesUltrizen 
which is why Hans Fransen argues that this was the firsl farm house in Hout Bay vaUey and for a long time it was the only one, (although 
the 'Kroenendal" manor house was only erected in c1780 (Fransen 2004: 166-67). While an inventory of the estate of Bergstedt on his 
death could not be found, he like Willem Basson owned two properties in Hout Say and possible others in the Cape Colony. He most 
likely continued farming in the same agricultural pallems as van Dieden and van der Westhuizen. On 22 October 1734 Bergstedt gave 
the property of 'Croonendaal' as a gift to his step son in law Olaf de Wet (TO 2202). At some slage the property came inlo Ihe hands of 
de WeI's brother, Johannes Carolus de Wet who sold Kronendal on 21 January 1739 to Johannes Leij (TO 2429). Leij sold the property 
to Wilhelmina Adriana Ten Damme on 25 February 1744 (TO 2581) who on 22 April 1747 sold Kronendal to Company employee Frans 
Le Sueur (TO 2728). The widow of Le Seuer (or Sueur) sold the property in 1761 to Jacob Frederik Beck (TO 3584) who in 1763 sold 
the property to Johannes de Jonge (TO 3859 and TO 3870). In 1777 Kronendal now in the hands of Jan Marten Vogel sold the eslate to 
Jacobus laurens Bierman (TD 4999). 8iennan's son, Jan Frederik aquired the property through inheritance of his deceased fathers 
estate in 178<1 (TO 5700) and in 1793 it was sold to J G van Helsdingen (TD 6727) who also was granted Ihe Cape Quilrent of 2211 
Morgen and 152 square feet in Hou! Bay (see below). In all of these above transfers the property stayed in the same proportions.A 
portion of this erf laler became part of Erf652 (1901) 

22 September 1824 ~ Cape Quitrent 3:55 Grant of2 211 Morgen 152 Sq. Roods to Johan Michel van He/sdingen 
This land was formerly occupied on loan, but Van Helsdingen purchased the property for 250 Rixdollars, The ownership of this quitrent 
should be viewed in terms of van Helsdingen's wider property ownership in the Valley. Johan Michel van Helsdingen had purchased the 
property 'Kronendal' from his brother Johannes Guilliam van Helsdingen (whose wife Machteld Judith du Plessis was the former widow 
of Johannes Frederik Bierman who had inherited the property in 1784 from his father Jan Marten Bierman who had orlginally purchased 
in 1777). 'Kronendal' can be traced an the way back to Matthys Bergstedt In 1814 J M van Helsdingen had additionally petitioned the 
government to be granted his loan farm 'Kleijn Bay' \'.'hich had first been granted in 1792 to Johannes Frederik Bierman f,\NCA CO 64). 

Aside from owning 'Kronendal', van Helsdingen was also listed as owning 'Visitor's Kloor and 'Old Arable' in Haut Bay, These properties 
were all reported to have been granted originally in 1713 and 1714to different owners bul were all Bierman's properties before Ihe loan 
place 'Kleijn Bay' was granted to him. The petition gives a summary of the nature of the land: (CO 64(1814) diagram included 

1. The whole of the low land: was fertile, can be easily drained and planted to grain or vineyard 
2. Ground immediately rising from the flat area: also capable of being tilled for different purposes; advantage Ihal river could 

irrigate this whole region 
3. Land towards the mountains: many parts very rocky but throughout capable of feeding considerable callie; much of the same 

land could be planted to wood of various kinds 
4. Land towards the sea: chiefly dead sand covered with 'brushwood' not convertible 10 any other purpose excepl the supply of 

fue! and the grazing of cattle on the shoots 
The quitrent land thaI was allocated to Van He!sdingen in 18241aler became part of En 652 (1901) 

13 April 1886 Elf 1169 
Cape Quitrent 3:55 Grant of 20 Sq. Roods and 73 Sq. feet piece of Government land situate on the beach at Hout Bay being Lot 30 sold 
10 WilUam Godbehere Dolman 
The 1917 inventory of the property ovmed by the deceased of William Godbehere Dolman (MooC 619/935 No. 2314) indicale that 
Dolman owned land in Houl Bay being Lot 31 on plan measuring 31 Sq. Roads 67 Sq. feet, Title deed 31/411886. Godbehere had most 
likely purchased lot 30 and 31 althe same time (they border each other). AI some stage the property was sold to Pieter VonUin van 
Breda a contractor on the 1'1 November 1892. On the 5'" June 1913 van Breda's widow Johanna Wilhemina Carolina van Breda sold the 
property to Francis Ferdinand Versveld. On the 2411 Seplember 1918 Versveld sold it to Bamey Louis Dorman (TO 9585 of 1918).B L 
Dorman's three children inherited this property as part of his deceased estate (TO 2000(1968) along with the remaining extent of Erf 
14871hattheir father had purchased from Muriel Wakelin in 1917. Erf 1169 was either inherited Of sold into the hands 01 Stanley Brian 
Dorman acting on behalf of Haut Bay Marine and Industrial (Ply) Ltd. S B Dorman acting on behalf of this company sold Erf 1169 to K W 
Evans, J M E Evans, P K Hellman, E L Blsschop and C Fritz (TO 364111984). 
Erf 1169 became consolidated with Erf 3476 in 1985 into Erf 4867 (part of which became Erf 4870). 
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18 September 1901 Erf 652· Transfer 7()()(YI901 01422 Morgen, 418 Sq, Roods. 10 Sq. feel from Deceased EsJaie of Johannes 

Atbet1us LotIW to James Wake/in and Andrew Cunningham 

In the deceased estate of Johannes Albertus Louw, property in Hout Bay was inherited by Elizabeth AlleUa Louw (widow of J A Louw), 
Johanna Elizabeth Matilda louw, James Wakelin and Andrew Cunningham as jOint owners of land in joint ownership. They agreed to 

partition the property so as 10 give each party a defined portion as his separate exclusive property. Wakelin and Cunningham received a 

portion of the land that consisted of the land that had been granted to Willem van Dieden 00 29 Dec 1681 part of which had been 

granted to Matthys Bergsled in 1715. At some stage this portion of land had passed into the hands of J A louw in its original form, but 

now in 1901 it had been amalgamated with the remaining extenl of Freehold land granted to Willem Basson on the 12th January 1713 

and part of the qu~rent land granted 10 J M van Helsdingen on 22 September 1824 comprising Erf 652 under the (JMlersilip of James 

Wakelin and Andrew Cunningham (T7000J1901). 
On Ihe same day as Erl 652 was awarded to Wakelin and Cunningham they rransferred a piece of perpetual qultrent land being Erf 

1487 to Wakelin's minor daughter Muriel Wakenn 

18 September 1901 Erf1487 · Transfer 700211901 of214 Morgen. 534 Sq. roods and 33 Sq. feet from James Wakelin 10 Murial Daphne 

Wake/in (minor) 

The inventory of the deceased estate of James Wakelin CNCA MOce 6/91855 No.4(0) iodicated he owned 14 properties in the regions 

of Woodstock, Kalabas Kraal and Haul Bay. 7 properties of these were situated in Hoot Bay being parts of the farm 'Kronendar, the 

majority of which had been laken by the mortgagee in the liquidation of the bond. On his death notice, James Wakelin is listed as having 

been born in Manchester, England and whose occupation is listed as 'House Agent and landed Proprietor. 1\ is most likely due to his 

profession that he had accumulated such vast tracts of land in Hoot Bay, and was well disposed and knowledgeable to worX the taw in 

his favour. Part of his accumulation of property was born out through the transfer of land inlo the ownership of his minor children. 

On the death of James Wakelin. his spouse Sophie Catherine Wakelln (bom Louw) , petitioned for the transfer of property from Murial 

Daphne Wakelin to Barney Lewis (or l ouis) Dorman. According to S C Wakelin's affidavit after the property had been donated to the 

minor Murial Daphne Wakelin (1901) he subsequently sold it on the 2911 November 1916 with her consenl to B L Dorman 'Of £ 500 (The 
transfer was officially sold on the 71\ August 1917 TO 6056 of 1917). Further evidence of this can be fOlKld in the death notice of his son 
that was registered at his father's death. James Joseph Albert VICtor Glencoe Wakelin, son of James and Sophie Catherine Wakelin. 

was listed as owning land si tuated in Hout Bay being lot G portion of lot B of the farm 'Kronendal' measuring 332 sq. roods 12 sq. feet 

valued at £ 50 (TD 11609 of the 28'" Dec 1906) at the time of his death when he was 14 years old (having drowned in Hout Bay on 1 

February 1914). 
In 1903 James Wakelin applied for tand on behalf of his daughter who owned Erf 1487. Wakelin contended that the government had 

sold property between the sea coast and that owned by his daughter which ran along Hoot Bay beach arguing Ihat she IlOW did not have 

access to her property. He thereby petitioned for ownership of a Jafge tracl of crown land called 'Carbonkelberg' adjoiniflg her property. 

The application was not awarded as the Surveyor-General did not feet the govemmentland so circumstanced her access (and seeing 
that the allotments along Ihe coast were surveyed and disposed of Io~ before M 0 Wakelin oblained transfer of her portion of the farm 

Kronendal CNCA SG 11114/47) [See map under Appendix 2: Maps & Plans\ 

6 December 1976 Erl 3476 · Transfer 3821711976 of 108.4578 ha application for issue of registered /il/e for Es/er Dorman. Uleen 

Kramer (born Dorman). Phoebe Bea/rice Robinson (born Dorman) 
Barney Louis DOl"man owned !luge tracts of land in Hoot Bay alongside Erf 3476. Included in his application for the issue of a certificate 

of uniform title (in terms of section 42 of Ad no.47 of 1937) fOf Erf 2054. he was listed as additionally owning either in whole or 

remainders of: 
Erf 1446. Erl 1447, Erf 1450. Erf 1451 , Erl1453, Erf 1456, Erf2052 and Erl2053, all situated in Houl Bay (!he majority of the land 

having pl'"eviously been Cape Quitrent land thai had been awarded to Johan Michiel van Helsdingeo in 1814 and 1824). (WCA ACl T 

683 Ref. 20130/818). 
According to a website on the history of HOll t Bay, the Dormans were a family that was involved a great deal in the beginning of the 

fishing industry in Hoot Bay. In the early f91\ century the Cape exported salted snoek to Mauritius in exchange for sugar and in 1890 
Crisp Amold buill the first fish processing sheds on the beach to prepare snack for this trade. "The local farmers were becoming more 

involved in fIShing and buill Iheir sheds alongside-they were the Tral.ltmans, the Dormans and the Swenkes. The fish was resalted 13 

and slacked in long Hnes in the sheds One month later the fish, which was now dry, was packed in 100lb bundles . covered in 

sacking and expOf1ed to Mauritius". 

Dorman was involved in numerous legal contestations and disputes rNef the use of his land in Haut Bay lie. WCA CSC 2/1/11913 

No.279 (1921); ese 5/111171 No. 98 (1924) ese 21211/376 No. 76 (1925); CSC 2/1/1/1041 No.2 (1925) and esc 5/111/73 No. 103 
(1925)). In 1968 Ester Dorman (bOfn Heneck) widow, lileen Kramer (born Dorman) and Phoebe Beatrice Robinson (born Dorman) 

inheriled huge tracts of Hout Bay property from their father Barney louis Donnan's deceased eslate (TO 206011968). His 3 children 

Harold Dorman (married to ESler Heneck). Ueen Kramer and Phoebe Beatrice Robinson inherited in equal shares the residues of his 

estate YAlich included a piece of the abolished quitrent land Erf.1169 lIlat had fi rst been granted to W G Dolman in 1886 as weD as the 

remainifYtj extent of Erf 1487. Their father had purchased the remaining extent of Erl1487 from the minor and spinster M 0 Wake~n on 
the 18" September 1901 (TO 700211901) In 1976 the Dorman heirs applied for issue of certificate of registered tille in 1976 for Erf 3476 

which consisted of a portion of Erf 1487 (No. 38217 of 6 December 1976). 

On ,,1 August 1980 Ester Dorman, lileen Kramer and Phoebe B Robinson sold Erl3476 to Stanley Dorman (son of Harold Dorman and 
Ester Heneck) Yotlo was acting as a trustee of the company 'Karbonkelberg Estates (pty) ltd. Stanley Brian Dorman was the founder of 

Mariner's Wharf (1984) as well as of Hoot Bay Trade and Tourism Association and the founder Fisherman's World Fisheries in the 

1980s. Dorman was an eKeculive on the Advisory Council of South Africa as well as on the Fisheries Museum of South Africa , the 

lobster Marketing Boards. Industry 8. TecIlnical Committees, on the Hout Bay Harbour Development Board. In 1984 Erf 3476 was 

transferred from Stanley Brian Dorman acting on behalf of Karbortkelberg Eslales 10 K W Evans, J M E Evans, P K Evans. E L Bisschop 

and C Fritz who in 1985 consolidated this property with Erf 1169 (which was sold by Stanley Brian Dorman on behalf of Hout Bay Manne 

8. Industrial (pty) ltd to the same owners) to make Erf4867. 

18 March 1985 Erf 4867· Transfer 9695185 of 108, 4578 ha Cansolida/ion of Erf 1169 and Erl3476 10 Kenneth Warren Evans. Julia 

Mary Elizabeth Evans. Peter Kurl Heflman. Edgar Leopold Bisschop and Christine Kritz 

The consoIida~on of Erf 3476 and Erl1 169 was a formality involved in subdividing Ihe whole into Ed portions amongst which Erf 

4870 was created. This subdivision also created the surrounding elVen: 

Erf 4869 (held by Kenneth Warren Evans T 9697185), 

Erf 4868 (held by Julia Mary Elizabeth Evans T9696185) , 

Erf 4871 (held by Peter Kurt Hellman T 9698185) and 

Erf 4872 (held by Chris~ne Fritz T9700185) 

18 March 1985 Erf 4870· Transfer 969911985 of 21 .6002 he. pari of Erf 4867 from Kennelh Warren Evans. Julia Mary Elizabeth Evans, 

Peter Kurl Helfman. Edgar Leopold Bisschop and Christine Kritz 10 Edgar Leopold Bisschop 

The transfer of Erf4870 to Edgar l eopold Bisschop was part of a subdivision of Erf4867. 

GRANTS AND TRANSFER DEEDS 
See Annexure D for detailed summary of grants and transfer deeds 

En 4870 T 96699/1985 E L Bisshop 18-03-1985 
Erf 4867 T 9695185 K W Evans. J M E Evans. P K Hellman. E l Bisschop, C Klitz 18-03-1985 

Erf 3476 T 3821711976 E Doman. l Kramer, P B Robinson 06-12-1976 

Erf1487 T7002l1901 M 0 Wakelin 18-09-1901 

Erf652 T7000/1901 ??? 18·09-1901 

Erl1169 CO 22:18 W G Dolman 13-04-1886 

CO 3:55 J M van Helsdingen 22-09-1824 

OCF 2:278 M Bergstedt 08-01-1715 
OCF 2:236 W Basson 12·01·1713 
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MAPS & PLANS 
Western Cape Archives (WCA) 
ESTATE PAPERS 

MOOe 6191935 No. 2314 
MOOe 6191855 No. 400 

HOUSEHOLD INVENTORIES 
MOQC 812 No. 76 

MAPS 

Estate Papers of William Godbehere Dolman 1917 
Estate Papers of James Wakerin 1917 

Deceased Estate of Willem Sasson 28 June 1713 

eo 4368 
M2!466 

Survey Map of piece of ground in Hout Bay between the lands of J M van Helsdingen and W S van He/sdingen 
Map of the Road from Alphen to Hout Bay showing the properties of owners on route. 1881 
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Figure 11: CO 64 
Survey Map shOWing three pieces of lana situated in the Cape District (including fand belonging to J M van He(sC/ingen) 
Enclosed to Leifer NO.4 dated 4/6/1814 

Figure 12: SG 11114/47 
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Survey map showing Lof No.1 of the farm Kroenendal situated at Hout Bay belonging to Miss Muriel Daphne Wakelin. 
Encfosed in fetter dated 31fl11903 
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E. S tat e men t 0 f h e r ita 9 e s i 9 n i fie a nee 
The significance of Erf 4870 site has been considered within the cootext of Hout Bay. The evaluation of the historical, social. and 
contextual signifICance considers contextual value as well as the intrinsic value of the site. The statement of significance acts as a basis 
f()( the determination of heritage Indictors and is considered within the assessment of proposed inteNention. Assessing the heritage 
significance is concerned with the articulation and ordering of values identified during research of the study area and its heritage 
resources. or particular consideration are the renewing: 

Provincial heritage siles within the valley as identified within Section 2 of this report 
Site in the cootext of. and included within, the Table Mountain National Park boundary 
Proximity to Hoot Bay cave and implications of previous construction activities on archaeological material 

Houl Bay military history 
Protection of trade routes to Easllndies 
1781 Dutch political Council decision to build East Fort 

Batlle of Hout Bay in 1795 
Sense of place of the Hoot Bay Harbour contributing to both perceplion and spirit of place 

Sense of place as a component of the cultural identity of Hout Bay 
Consideration in terms role of site fO( biodiversity 

Significance 10 terms of cateqories established within the National Heritage ReSGllfCeS Act 
The fOliowirYij is informed by the cri teria outlined in Section 3(3) of the NHRAct and background historical specialist study 

Category of Consideration 
Significance 

His/on'cal ± 2000 BP Pre-Colonial Settlement: Hout Bay region as part of indigenous transhumance pattern 
17th Century: Hout Bay's inclusion into cotony & establishment of a woodcutter's outpost 

Late 17" to 19" Century: Haul Bay as an established agricultural fanning region 
Lale18" Century: MiMay Oulpos! in Hout Bay 
2()f> Century: Fishing Industry at Hoot Bay 

Social Enduring and continuing relationship between community and land 
Relationships evolving over time 
landscape of memory associated with rich military history 

Architectural! Character in terms of scale and massing reinforcing nature of development within the context 
DeSign Context renects different attitudes to siting of buildings 

Visual/Spatial Relationship 'Nith Chapmans Peak scenic roole networ1!. 
Complexity of views ranging from dramatic views 
Embedded nature of built lonn within the landscape 

Prominent location at diff face and Harbour precinct 
Degree of visual permeability of the landscape in terms of soft edge treatment 

Archaeological landscape of archaeological sensitivity and research potential 
Presence of l SA burial associated with a shell midden (for sampling with associated impacts of low 10 very 
low significance) 
Areas of archaeological sensitivity are presence of l SA sites scattered 'Nithin the TMNP boundary 

Scientific Biodiversity value of the site in terms of dominant vegelation type as well as Red BooI<. Data species 
- -

I 

The proposed site can thus be considered as an integral part of the overall landscape. However, intrinsic value of the site relates 
specifically to biodiversity value as we" as visual contnbution to its coo\exl 
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3.ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS 

A.Heritage Indicators 
Heritage indicators have been identified to gutde the assessment process. Indicators were identified throughout the document review 
and public participation processes pertaining to various aspects of the proposed hotel development and are incorporated within the set 
of indicators as outlined. Conservation aims inherent in the tcomos SUrra Chaner(Extract pg.15) relevant to the current proposal: 

To care for the culturally significant fabric and other significant attributes 

To care for the place's setting 

To understand the place and its cultural significance before making decisions about its future and changes to its fabric 

To make records of the fabric and of decisions and actions 

To interpret the place in a manner appropriate for its cultural significance 
Indicators have been formulated for the site as a whole and address the following: 

Cultural landscape context 

Structuring elements 

Visual Spatial character 

Archaeological sensitivity of the site 

MaSSing, form and architectural treatment 

Implication within policy frameworks and documents 

Cu!lural landscape context 
. __ ._-----------

Maximise a positive respoose to adjacent heritage resources eg West Fort and public realm associated with the Hoot Bay Harbour 

Maximise a positwe response to historical land uses and roles over Hme within associated context of defense and surveinance and 
related public affiliation to the site context 

Positive response to overall green framework in terms of the location of the site between mountain and sea and role as part of the 
Hout Bay Harbour 

Positive response to patterns of planting which have endured over time 

Maximise integration of site into broader cultura! landscape by minimizing the severance impact and erosion of the historical 

landscape 
Positive response to unique scenic and socio-historical qualities 

Intervention should not visuaHy overshadow resources 

Positive response to historical role at the harbours edge 

Structuring elements 

Positive response to visual-spatial linkages and axial relationships 
Positive response to the green structure which serves to re- inforce spatial visual qualities 

Enhance structure of site in terms of the open space network 

PositiVe respond to sweep of the landscape across the National Park to Haul Bay Harbour 

Positive response to topographical qualitres of the valley 

Promote conlinuous corridors of green space 

Siting of buildings to have a logic in terms of environmental and visual parameters 

Positive response to principles underlying palter ns of development 

Positive response and use of landscape topography 

Visual-spatial character 

Green foreground to the Table Mountain National Park and gradation of green spaces. A balance needs to be ensured in (erms of 
the relationship between these components 

Qualitative rote in providing a setting for context of historical significance particularly in terms of views across the harbour 

Provision of a visual green frame and sense of contrast to and escape from a high activity harbour zone 
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rchaeological sensitivity of the site 
The following recommenda~ons pertaining to the archaeology on Erf 4870 have been made; 

Further detailed survey must be carried out Focusing on the lower slopes and including limited shovel testing as deemed appropriate 

MiUgation of known sites and any others found should be conducted 

An excavation permit must be obtained from Heritage Western Cape to allow the excavations and exhumation 

Alter archaeological mitigation is complete, monitoring of earlh moving should be conducted 

It should be noted that further unmarked burials could stin be located and that these should be protected and reported to the 
archaeologist andlor the South African Heritage Resources Agency immediately upon discovery. They would need to be removed 

by an archaeol~ist. 

assing. form and architectural treatment 
A key element in achieving the balance between environment and development is the control of the design of the houses and to ensure 
that the scale of buildings is appropriate to the site, that the design of the buildings is sensitive to the character and history of the area, 
and that the buildings fit in with the environmental ethos of the development. The design of units will be controlled by the implementation 
of a set of architectural guidelines which 'hi!! be prepared by the project architects and will be submitted to the Municipality for approval. 
Once the guidelines have been approved by the Municipality they win be implemented and managed. Such guidelines will deal with at 
least (he foUowing issues: 

Definition of building footprint. This will be specifically designed for each site 

Management of building site during the construction 

Preservation of vegetation on the individual building site and on the development as a whole 

Permissible materials. There will be a strong emphasis on the use of natural materials 

Styles 

Colour 

Heights 

Roof pitches 

Permitted extemallighl fittings 

Treatment of entrances 

Permeable fences I edge treatment 
Of particular imporlance in the context of this development is the treatment 01 boundaries between the private and public spaces. The 
architectural guidelines will, therefore, include indications of the way in which the boundaries between properties and open spaces 

should be managed. 

Indicators 
Simitarity in building massing as viewed from Harbour Road so as to obtain a posU!ve silhouette 

Implications highlighted within policy frameworks and documents 
Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework (November 2005) 
Implications: 

Necessity of conducting archaeological impact assessments so as to identify and mitigate sensitive deposits 

Identification of cultural landscapes on the basis of their significance, value and representivity 

Effective planning to include heritage information centres I fadlities 

MetropOlitan Guide Plan (1988) 
Proposed development should address changing circumstances within any amendment 10 Ihe guide plan application 

Metropolitan Spatial Development Framework (April 1996) 
Implications; 

Identified for inclusion within a metropolitan open space system (see TMNP boundary) 
Erf 4870, Haul Bay 



Delinea~on of the urban edge not bed and should be used as point of depcr1ure from which analysis should proceed 

MSDF Review: Phase 1: Spatial analysis. trends and implications (May 2003) 
Implica/Ions: 

Identification 01 cultural landscapes wilhin the Cape Metropolitan Area should occur so as to provide evidence of transfOfTTlation 
over time as weI! as reference points and positive instruments for growth and change 

Environmental impact of any development on green spaces should be carefully assessed 

Cape Town 2030: An argument for the long-term spatial development of Cape Town (Draft June 2006) 
Implica/ions: 

The proposed development should contribute towards the role of its surrounding context as ecological space 

The proposed development should encourage a broad range of inveslmenl, development and employment opportunities 

The proposed development should contribute towards the creation of new special places, protection and enhancement of heritage 
area, enhancement of linkages 10 the coast and creation of multi-functional recreation nodes 

Peninsula Urban Edge Study (Draft. 2001) 
Implications: 

Land uses inside the urban edge ijne include all normal urban uses, while land uses outside the urban edge line include all rural, 
agricultural and conservation land andlor associated activities 

Nature of development in terms of density to be examined 
Implications in terms of provincia/urban edge guidelines for development outside a high priority edge: 

Intensity 01 use oulside of Ihe urban edge should be low and primarily used for residential use 

Aesthetic and other deVelopment control measures should be inlroduced in low-density edge developments to ensure the least 
possible impact on the attrac~on of the edge environment 

Development should allow for open space and biodiversity networKs I cooidors 

TMNP Conservation Development Framework 
SUCh controls encompass: 

Project scoping and identification of issues 

Identification and involvement of interested and affected parties 

Formulation of statement of heritage significance 

Hout Bay Structure Plan (Draft, 1986) 
Implications' 

Proposed intelVention should relate to the natural landscape and should not negatively affect environmental quality 

Proposed intervention should not detract from the rustic characler of the Valley 

Resources which enhance environmental quality be protected and maintained 

ConselVe archaeological and historic heritage 

B. Ass e ssm e n t 0 f her ita 9 e imp act s 
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Heritage impacts associated with the proposed development relates to socia-economics benefits. visuat spatial character and impacts 
on heritage significance. In conjunc~on with the assessment cri teria used namely extent, dllration. intensity, staills, significance. 
confidence and probability Ihe following factors have been taken into account: 

Nature and degree of Significance of a heritage resource in terms of rarity, representivity, integrity, authenticity, leg ibility and 
associationa! values 

Public values associated wilh heritage resources and the dynamic nature of a heritage value system 

The extent or intensity of an impact does nol necessarily have a direct relationship to significance thereof 

Need to establish thresholds which are anchored within a specific context 

Reversibility versus irreversibility of an impact and the ren6'Nability versus non-renewability of a heritage resource 

Degraded or threatened nalure of Ihe resource and Hs restoration I rehabilitation.! retention polential 

Degree of resilience of a heritage resource ie its ability to accommodate change 

Rafer Annexure E for description of assessment criteria 

Potential retenijon or loss of herilage resources are to be balanced against sustainable social and eCOllQrnic benefits 10 be derive<! from 
a devel~ment In terms of the general principles for heritage resources management as outlined within the NHRA. the identification. 
assessment and management of the heritage resources of South Africa must contribute to social and economic development. An 

evaluation of the impact of the development on heritage resources relative to the sustainable social and economic benefits 10 be derived 
from the development is to be established. A proposed private residential development would yield only economic benefits in such 
regard. However, a lack of such benefits would not necessarily result in a ross Of negative impact on heritage resources. 

Proposed intervention 
1. SUtxlividing the 21.6061 ha property into three portions 

Upper portion (11 .2387 hal being ceded 10 South African National Parks 

Middle portion (6.1917 hal, which has a sjngle residenlial dwelling, would main lain the current zoning of 'rural' 

l ower portion (4.1757 hal would be rezoned and sulxfwided 10 allow for the proposed development The proposed zonings on 
the !oYler portion would be 'single residential' and 'general residen~al (condi~onal use)', Ihe ta tter accommodaling hotel 

2. 12 single residential erven. Total site area: 4, 1757 Ha 

Ert 1: 1005"" 
Erf2: 828m2 

Erf3: 809m2 

Erf 4: 816m2 

Erf 5: 803m2 

Erf6: 991m2 

Erf 7: 1107m2 

Ert 8: 1193"" 
En9: 1142m2 

Erf10: 1154m2 

Erf11: 1334m2 
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3. 35 - 40 suile boutique hotel. Total site area: 17 843m2 '\ ," t:P ( . \~ ~~. '~.-
associaled facilities including a restaurant, spa, <. -! tl1, \\' ; ... 
Erf 12: 946m2 
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pool, filnction room, lounge, reception area and ~¥. ~ ) / ...; 
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administraHoo, roads, parkiog 

The hotel facilities would be collected together Inlo 
a central area just below the access road 

The hotel would comprise of a 1 500m~ recep~on 
cenlre located 00 split levels 
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Hotel suites would be single bedroom suites of approximately 65mz in extent 
The suites would be accommodated in the form of double-storey simplex clusters, with the lower storey being cut into the 
slope to reduce the overan heighl 

4. open spaces incorporating significant botanical elements: 6 022m2& 466m2 

5. Road access and parlling . Total slreet area: 6 205m'l 

The alignment of the current access road would be retained but would be upgraded in order to accommodate the predicted 
Iraffic flow 
Parking for guests would be concentrated at the entrance to the hotel and access to the hotel suites would be along narrow 
paths suitable for golf carts 

At present a 4 m wide gravel road exists but this would be widened to a 7 m surfaced road . The roads to service the 12 
residential houses would be new 

Refer Annexure A: Description of proposed intervention 

Proposed subdivision 
Response fo indicators: 

Positive response to green framework and location in terms of mountain and sea 

Positive response to maximizing the site into the broader cultural landscape 

Attempt to address changing circumstances outside of the urban edge through subdivision and proposed open spaces 
Provision of visual green frame and sense of contrast from the harbour area 
Green foreground to TMNP and relationship and gradation of green spaces as a backdrop 
Positive response to green structure serving to re-inforce spatial visual qualities 
Maximise integration of site into broader cullural landscape by minimizing severance impact and erosion of historical landscape 
Positive response to overall green framework in terms of location between mountain and harbour 

PositIVe impacts: 
Upper portion: 11.2 ha ceded to South African National Parks 
Middle portion: maintain 'rural' zoning 

Identification of measures for mitigation or enhancement of impacts: 

Relent!on of significant botanical elements and features within the lower portion 
Enhancement of structure of site in terms of open space network 

£<Ie'" 
Without miti ation Medium 

With mitigation Medium 

Proposed residential development 
Response to indicators: 

Drualion Intensity 

If<h Low -
High Low· 

Intensity of use outside of the edge is low and primarily for residenUal and boutique hotel use 

Status Probatility 

Pos«ive Hklh 
Pos«ive High 

High levels of aesthetic control and development controls have been incorporated within design of a low-density edge 
development 
Positive response 10 architectural design indicators in terms of achieving a positive balance between the environment, context and 
proposed intervention as well as sensitivity to character and hiStory of the area. Detailed treatment resolutions to be specified 

Positive impacts: 
Proposed to develop the lower portion of the site and cede the remainder to the NaUonal Parks 

Incorporation of open space and biodiversity corridors 
Positive response to Siting of buildings in terms of environmental and visual parameters 

£<Ie" Duration Intensity 

Without mili alion Medium H;gh Medium-
With mitigation Medium High Low -

Status Probatifity 

Ne alive H· h 
Posillve High 

Proposed hotel development 
Response to indicators: 

Proposed development contributes towards the creation of a new special place and enhancement of linkages to the harbour 

Structures 'cut' inlo the slope to reduce overall height 
IntenSity of use outskJe of the edge is low and primarily for residential and boutique hotel use 
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High levels of aesthetic control and development controls have been incorporated within design of a low-density edge 
development 
Positive response to architectural design indicators in terms of achieving a positive balance between the environment, context and 
proposed intervention as well as sensitivity to character and history of the area. Detailed treatment resolutfons to be specified 

Without mi' alion 
With mitigation 

Open spaces (green) 
Response 10 indicators: 

Ext"" Duration 

Medium H· h 
Medium High 

Intensity Status Probability 

Medium- Ne ative Hi h 
Low- Positive High 

Attempts made through subdivision as well as designation of ecological corridors to include majority of overa]! Erf 4870 into the 
metropolitan open space system 
SignifICant portions earmarked for ecological corridors 
The proposed open space contributes towards the role of context as an ecological space 
Positive response 10 enhimcemenl of natural heritage resources 
Positive response to corridors of green spaces 

Positive impacts; 
Consideration given to required ecological corridors within proposed development so as to incorporate Milkwood patches as well 
as Leucadendron coniferum distribution 
Neither bulk services nor roads will cross such ecological corridors 

Access and parking 
Positive response to limited interventfon in terms of infrastructure. low density nature of residential development and proposed 
use of carts at the hotel reduces potential negative impact 
Positfve response to botanical indicators 

Positive impacts: 
Neither bulk selVices nor roads win cross ecological corridors 
Exisling alignment to be retained within proposed development 
Resources enhancing environmental quality are maintained and protected 

ExtM, Duration 

Without mitioalion Medium H;,h 
With mitlgalion Medium High 

Negative impacts identified requiring mitigation 

/nten&ty Sia/us Probability 

l ow - Positive Hi h 
Low. Positive High 

Site falls outside of the draft urban edge and should show consideratfon to nature and intenSity of land outside of an urban edge 

Need to maximize positive response to heritage resources located within the bay 
Proposed intervention detracts from perceived rustic character of valley 
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Statement of Impacts 
The relationship between different heritage contexts, heritage resources likely to occur within these contexts and Hkely sources of 
heritage impacts I issues in terms of the Guidelines for involving heritage specialists in EtA processes (Baumann & Winter, 2005) 
relevant to the proposed development and context; are considered relative to the proposed re-devetopment alternatives and depicted 
within the accompanying table. The intensity of Ilkely sources of impacts are based on the assessment of impacts in relation to heritage 
indicators identified, specific interventions and the nature of proposed interventions as described Within the heritage impact assessment. 

Intensity 01 likely SO!.fteS of impacts wiltin specific heritage contexts 

Heritage Heritage Sources 01 hetitage impacts I issues Impacts in lenns of proposed development 

context "'SIX""" £denl Dtxaoon Intensity ProIJabiWy 

Historical loss of historiCal fabric or layering relaled to demoliliOfl • H l · H 

ii structures or a1teralion work (Local) 

~ 8 
Formal loss 01 urban morphology related to change in patterns 
public of subdivision and iJ'lCOmpatibility of scale, massing and ]i ,p- form 01 new development 

~11 Loss of historical patterns of public access and use 
:f.5' relaled to privatisation of public spaces 

0 Loss 01 historical architectural character relaled 10 2 • incompatiblity or architectural treatment and use of 
materials 

~ iii Sites Loss of hislorica1 fabric or context M H M· M 
associated Potentially conflicting aod I or iJ'lCOmpatible new uses (local) 

.~ - with public resulting from inadequate understanding of social 
.11§ memOlY values, Lack of public access due to privatisalion of ",,, 

I pu."'",,"' .. Vtewsheds Visual in trusion into view corridors • H M· M 

~ &;( Viewpoints Inappropriate development adjacent (within view oij (Local) 

- ~" VieWS 10 scenic routes, Inappropriate changes in use In contrast 

'~ ~8 from to regional character 
$l~ Ga/eway Disruptions of scenic netwOO. related \0 severance of 

conditions ilnkage roules 

'9 
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4. RES U L T S 0 F CON S U L TAT ION 
The essence of conservation is the creation of an environment in which people feel they belong, from which they draw a sense of 
identity. For the needs and values of the community to be recognized and acknowledged in conservation practice, community 
participation in the identification of culturally important sites is deemed as essential. Thus, the public participation process relating to 
heritage aspects have been run in accordance with the public participation processes as outlined within the National Heritage Resources 
Act. Engagement with the environmental public participation process has included media notices, distribution of information sheets, door 
to door pamphlet drops and a public meeting held on Tuesday 23 October 2007 at the Houl Bay Library, Melkhout Crescent. 

This assessment report takes cognisance of the comments and seeks to address issues and concerns where retevant. In terms of the 
pubtic participation process undertaken, the following has occurred: 

Public Meeting held 23.10.2009 
The comments received covered a number of categories, namely architecture! visual, services { infrastructure, vegetation, heritage, 
socia-economic, groundwater, noise, geotechnical, odour. baSic assessment process and planning. 

Issues highlighted specifically related to heritage were: 
1. Keith Mackie (Houl Bay and Uandudno Environment Conservation Group) 

Mr. Mackie stated that harbour related development should respond to core tourist activity area 

2. Richard Timms (HoutBay and Uandudno Environment Conservation Group) 
Me Timms stated that the Heritage Trust is trying to drive forward a concept that provides a vision for Hout Bay and the harbour 
area. He indicated that the Heritage Trust wanted a policy for the coordinated planning of the area, which would include a new 
structure plan. Hout Bay depended on tourism. 

3. len Swimmer (Residents Association of Hout Bay) 
Mr. Swimmer states that the heritage value of this site is related to its biodiversity value, coupled with the relative rarity of the 
veld type, as well as the visual impact of the proposed development. Mr Swimmer states that there is little doubt that the Worfd 
Heritage varue of the Cape Peninsula is buirt from gems such as the current site and to destroy it by allowing hard development 
would not be welcomed. 

The following were received within the EIA process: 

3 letters of support for the development 

3 objections to the development proposal 

2 objections to specific elements of the development 

Residents Association of Hout Bay (Correspondence received 05.11 .2009 from len Swimmer) 
Heritage questionnaires were distributed at Ihe public meeting held on Tuesday 23 October2007 at the Hout Bay library in Melkhout 
Crescent. One response was received from Residents' Association Of Hout Bay (c/o Mr len SwImmer). 
Herewith responses. specifically related to heritage: 

1. Are there any sites / places that are special to you within the study area? Can you identify these on the maps provided? 
The whole site is special. considerlng: 

Outside Urban Edge, the whole en is outside the Peninsula Urban Edge and is of considerable concern. 
Flora, the area is not and never was intended for such use and needs to be protected 

Visual impact. the large expanses of glass and walling will exacerbate this 
Invasive Alien Vegetation, left unchecked it can destroy large sections of our natural heritage described above 

2. What role do these places play to you? Why are they Significant to you? 
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It forms part of one of the few uninterrupted 'peak to coasl' vistas available in the Northem part of the Peninsula. This is 
significant because visually it is very spectacular and it allows for the flow of plants and animals along the whole slope of the 
mountain virtually to the sea. The composition of the plant communities is also special as mentioned in the previous question. 

3. To what ex/ent are these resources used, promoted and protected? 
It is used by being natural and providing the basic block on which our economy largely depends, viz tourism and especially 
eoo-tourism which is becoming increasingly important as tourists become more fastidious about the areas they visil. 

4. Do you think that these heritage resources should be protected? 
Yes, they should be protected. 

5 Please indicate how you think Ihese heritage resources should be celebrated / protected? 

Protected by preventing hard development and invasive alien vegetation. Celebrated by ensuring their integrity, enjoying the 
beauty on a continuous basis, occasionally walking amongst the fynbos and hacking out the invasive vegetation. 

6. List any current issues / concems / problems regarding such heritage resources? 

The acceptance and approval of this proposal would violate not only the Urban Edge Policy but a host of other relevant 
policies and regularities and this indicates thaI it is not appropriate for the area. 
The nora of this area forms part of an integral part of the fynbos biome and this particular area is representative of an 
unusual subset that should be conserved. 
This hard development will have a major visual impact on the valley and the Beach 
Invasive alien vegetation should be cleared irrespective of development and shood not be used as a reason for 
development. 
Disturbances are likely to result in uncontrollable sand movement caused by gravity, water and wind. The site IS often 
exposed to very strong wind and rain both winter and summer. The land is best served as 'rural for nature purposes' 
The quallty of the road accessing this site is not good and extending il will impact even further onto Ihe vegetation. 
There is no urgent need for more hotels or lUXUry housing developments in Haul Bay certainly not outside of the urban 
edge. 
We welcome environmentally-sensible architecture and landscaping. bul this should not be used as a reason 10 support a 
development. 

7. Are there any heritage resources in the study area that you are aware of? If yes. please provide a brief descflplion: 
Yes, peace and quite of the mountain, the changing seasons as different plants and animals show themselves and the 
excitement of climbing the mountain and Ihe joy of watching it from a distance. 

8. Please feel free to add additional comments: 
The importance of protecting the natural mountain environment has been recognized for many years and by all communities 
Much effort has gone into establishing legislation, policies and regulations to do so. This must be respected and the policies 
that have come oul of this process must be applied properly and not just pushed aside when they don't suit a developer. 

The above-mentioned concerns and comments have been considered within the heritage indicators and assessment of this report. A 
summary of public comments is provided within conclusion of this report. 
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5: Con c Ius ion 
The conclusion 10 this report includes a number of recommenda~ons regarding proposed intervention stemming from specianst studies, 
heritage indictors, evaluation of sensitivity and an assessment of heritage impacts. Emphasis is placed on key elements namely, 

archaeological, botanical and visual-spatial impacts. In addition, a series of planning, urban design and afchitectura! designs were 
considered within the design process. Given considerations as highlighted within specialist studies, the revised layout; responding 10 
indicators highlighted, was presented for consideration. The layout as assessed .,.,.;thin this assessment is thus considered as the 
preferred design. 

Nature of impacts is considered in tenns of polefltial positive and/Of" negative impacts relating to heritage resources. En 4870, and 
specifically portion earmarked for proposed intervention is highlighted as possessing medium - low sensitivity in terms of heritage 
Significance. Thus. given the nature of sensitivity as well as conlextual considerations, the site is deemed as having the abifity to 
accommodate a certain level of intervention and ability to accommodate and absorb change. The surrounding context is characterized 
by medium to high·density urban development as well as commercial development resulting in a semi·urban landscape. In addition, the 
nature of surrounding context is indicative of a changing landscape, with extensive residential development located aloog Harbour Road, 
'.Yilh the mountain forming a green backdrop to such urban development Extensive recent residential development along Harboor Road 
is indicative of the ability of the immediate context to accommodate change and development trend for the area. 

key findings 
Key findings of archaeological specialist report reveal archaeological material to be of such significance that is unlikely 10 prevent 
development of the site. Recommendations in terms of mitigation have been presented. Key botanical findill!l related to ecological 
corridors have been incorporated within revised design. The site is located wilhin the designated Cape Peninsula protected Natural 
Environment and within the identified Biodiversity network for the City of Cape Town. Of the three Red Data Book species identified, one 
displays a regionaUy significant population on site and formed the basis of conservation concern. The preferred development a~emative 
encompasses fewer number of units and thus accommodates ecological corridors as prescribed. Extensive essential mitigation 
proposed 'oYOUld reduce negative impact of preferred alternative from medium to low·me<lium impact. As proposed, the upper portion of 
Er14870 (minimum 11 ha) should be ceded to Table Mountain nationat Parlt. Visual impact assessment condudes \hat recommended 
miligation would reduce potential visual impact from Medium-low to low, thus reducing potential visual impact to a level where it does 
not have a significant negative impact 00 the receiving visual environment. Practical mitigatioo relates specificaRy to opportunities for 
blending of colours and textures. Potential visual impact has been derived I'rom the positions/areas where the greatest potential visual 
impact is likely to be experienced, where all other areas would experience similar or mostly lesser visual impact. Analysis shows that a 
significant impact would be on views along Chapmans Peak Drive. However it should be noted that with mitigation, the average impact 
from pOSitions in both the foreground and middle distance would be significantly lower over lime. 

The outcome or the public consullaHon process is thus that the development poses negatiVe impacts in terms of visuaf and botanical 
aspects and issues related to !he cuttural landscape in such regard. Tourism as a key element and the harbour as a tourism 
development area had been noted within the process. The need for a revised Structure Plan for the Houl Bay area was highlighted, so 
as to establish a vision tor the area and coordinated plaMing. Specific issues highlighted in opposing the development are the location 
of the site outside of the urban edge. heritage value of the site in terms of its biodiversity and visual impact, sense of place and nature of 
access road. 

The key findings of the heritage assessment are that the extent of intervention is expected to be at a the local scale over a long term 
period. Probabmty of the occurance Is high. wilh minOf to modertate deterioration to be experienced, notably ....,;th regard 10 !he 
landscape context. The relationship between the signmcance of the heritage conlext, the intensity of development and the Significance 
of herilage impacts to be expected can be summarized as a Medium intrinsic, associational and contextual herilage value within focal 
context with low to moderate intenSity levels of intervention. Heritage impad thus 10 be expected is concentrated within low-moderate 
ifl tensity. However. there are a number of low to medium negative irTllacts and a number of low positive heritage impacts are to be 
derived from the development proposals. As such, it is felt that the overall development 'MU not have a significant negative effect on the 
surrounding environment. Key aspects for consIderation however are the mitigation of archaeological sites and detailed architectural 
Ireat«:Jlent so as to mitigate potential negative visual impacts within the immediate and short term. 

miligalion measures 
Archaeological Impact Assessment 
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In terms of the archaeology present on sile, satisfactory mitigation could be easily implemented. As such the project should be allowed 
to proceed from an archaeological point of view, but is still subject to the findings of the Heritage Impact Assessment. The fottowing 
reccrnmendations pertaining to the archaeology on Er14870 are made: 

Further detailed survey must be carried out focusing on the tower slopes and including limited shovel testing as deemed appropriale 
Mitigation of known sites and any others found shoutd be conducted 
An excava~on permit must be obtained from Heritage Western Cape to aflow the excavations and exhumation 
After archaeological mitigation is complete, monitoring of earth moving should be cooducted 

It should be noted that further unmarlted burials could stitt be located and that these should be protected and reported to the 
archaeologist and/or the South Amcan Heritage Resources Agency immediately upon discovery. They would need 10 be removed 
by an archaeologist. 

Response from HWC APM in terms or the AlA has noted the following : 

Acceptance of the recommendations of the AlA 
Mitigation of four LSA must be cooducted 

An archaeologies should be appointed to monitor bulk earthworks 
The applicalion should be referred to H'NC BelCom 

Visual Impact Assessment. Mitigation outlined 

Specific attention be given to have some roof colours similar to colours existing in the surrounding area. The proposed grey roofs 
would tend to blend in reasonably well with the existing site and with the urban area. In the preferred developmenl option (after 
modifications) all the roofs are shades of grey. However, should the roof colours be too similar the visibility would increase. More 
varied roof colours should however blend in better with the surrounding urban development and 'Nith the natural environment 

Architectural guideTines should Include specific roof materials and finishes (that wilt include colour and textures) to \he exterior or 
the buildings to blend in as far as possible and practicable with the existing environment 

Planting ....,;th shrubs local 10 the area to soflen the lower portions of the proposed buildings. long term planting should be such 
that it blends in with the textures and colours or Ihe existing vegetation; and 

lighting levels should be kept low and all extemallighting should where possible and practical be low level lighting 

Botanical Assessment: Recommendations 

Search and Rescue (s&R) of translocatable species of conservation concern must be undertaken 
AU open space areas indicated in Ihe layouts must be rezooed Open Space 2 Of 3 and managed as conservation areas 
Milkwoods and buffer areas and any ecological corridors must be fenced off prior 10 construction with minimum double strand 'Mre 
and danger tape, and contractors must be informed that these are No Go areas 
An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) must be prepared roc the construcUoo and operational phase 

An Environmental Control Officer (ECO) must oversee the construction period and ensure compliance with the Construction EMP 
Bulk services should not cross the designated conservation areas, except where these are crossed by roads. and then the bulk 
services must be 'Mthin the roads 

Two Significant ecological corridors at least 30m wide should run across the site as indicated and shouk! incorporale the bulk of the 
eastern milkwood patch and the bulk of the on·site Leucadendron coniferum distribution 

recommenda~ons 

II is therefore recommended that 
1. This heritage impact report be endorsed as meeting the requirements of Section 38 of the NHRAcl (Ad 25 of 1999) 
2. A decision be taken that the development may proceed in terms of Section 38(4){a) of the NHRAcl (Act 25 of 1999) 
3. Mitigation measures as oul/ined above be considered as conditions of approval 
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